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A pleasant song of spring is on the air.
The lark is calling in the rising morn.
Blue skies so lately tempest driven are fair
And white clouds by the early breeze are borne.
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The hills are clothed in emerald green that slept
Beneath their winter cloaks of silvery snow;
The sun's warm rays across the hills have crept,
The awakened stream is murmuring sweet and low.
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The robin's song commingles with the cry
Of calling crows; The chattering wren is heard,
The wild ducks to the northern lakelands fly;
W e hear the bawling of the restless herd.
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And soon the violet's purple face will show
Along the highway carpeted with grass,
For all the world we love would seem to know
That we are glad when winter seasons pass.
W e hear the songs of women through the d o o r , —
The voices of the workmen in the fields,—
The murmur of the bees,—the thunder's r o a r , —
A thousand accents which the season yields.
The rose shall spread the fragrance of her breath,
The columbines shall sway, the harebells ring,
The sleeping germ shall rise from winter's death;
A world awaits the coming of the Spring.—Selected.
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proud of," his father added. "Or as if it
would accomplish something. I never saw
an angry man yet that could accomplish
anything but destruction."
Harold hung his head. "I was thinking,"
W a r Resisters and Conscientious Objectors in European Countries
he said, "that I would get mad in a minute
and kick that handle all to pieces."
His father smiled. "You were wise to
John Horsch
select the handle, even if it was not the
In various European countries alternate " / am for peace; but when I speak, they handle that seemed the offending party," he
said. "The handle would certainly hurt your
civil service is offered to conscientious obare for war."—Psa. 120:7.
jectors.'
toes less than the head. But in either case
In Holland, at the present time, about
you hurt yourself and not the hammer, and
fifty men are undertaking this service. Durconditions are exactly the same as they
ing the last eleven years 315 men have apwere before."
pealed for alternate service, and 248 of leaves prison a physical wreck with a seri"Fred kicked his dog the other day beous tubercular development.
these appeals have been allowed.
In Switzerland Andre Boesinger was sen- cause he wouldn't mind," Harold volunAt the present time there are more than
100 men in Denmark who have refused to tenced to a year's imprisonment and five teered.
"And hurt Fred more than he did Rover,
serve in the army and have instead taken years' deprivation of civic rights for his readvantage of the alternative service of- fusal to do military training; Albert Stauf- although the dog's ribs were nearly broken,"
fered them. The number of men accepting fer to two months' imprisonment and two father went on.
Laderthis service has steadily increased, so that years' loss of civic rights, and
"But Rover minds now."
the government of Denmark has been ob- ach to two months' imprisonment and one
"Not because he wants to, but because
liged to build additional barracks to accom- year's loss of civic rights.
Three young men are at the present time he is afraid. When he sees Fred he sneaks
modate them. It is possible to use in
civilian work only a part of the large num- imprisoned in Prance for the same reason. off as fast as he can. If a dog can think,
In Roumania twenty-two war resisters I do not think Fred would gain much pleasber of men who apply for this work; the
are in prison at this time.
ure from Rover's thoughts concerning him."
rest are freed without obligation.
In Jugo-Slavia forty-five men are serving
"Fred says that a person who doesn't get
In Poland five war resisters are in prison,
having been sentenced to long imprison- sentences of from seven to eleven years' mad doesn't amount to much."
imprisonment. Many of them have large
ment.
"A person that gets mad doesn't necesThe "Labor Service" offered war resisters families dependent upon them, who suffer sarily amount to anything. Even a worm
in Bulgaria is but a guise for military greatly because the bread-winner is im- can be enraged, and the weakest things on
training. A conscientious objector was sen- prisoned. Nearly all of these are members
tenced to more than ten years' imprison- of the Proelich church (known as the New earth are often the ones that get mad the
easiest. Rage doesn't mean strength, alment. He entered the prison a robust Amish in Central Illinois).
(The information here presented is taken though it sometimes excites b r u t a l
young man, the stand-by of his elderly
mother and her only means of support. Aft- for the most part from the "War Resister" strength."
er three years his release is secured, but he Magazine.)
"But isn't brutal strength sometimes useful?"
iiitiitiitiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiii
"Occasionally, perhaps," his father answered, "but in any case strength of any
When a soldier goes to camp in the which are equally a part of the wealth of kind is more powerful for good results when
United States, the commissary puts in mankind.
exercised by patience and saneness of mind
Nobody knows or ever will know the val- than when moved by rage. A man goes
stock or storage enough food to supply five
civilians. It's like a bride setting up ue of the lives destroyed. It is impossible 'mad' at a thing to tear it into pieces—
housekeeping. She orders a lot of supplies to put a value on human life—even on the never to build it up."
so she won't have to run to the delicatessen mind alone, because there is no limit to the
"Getting mad is sometimes like a fever,
wealth that may be created by the intellibefore each meal.
I guess," Harold answered. "Sometimes
When a soldier is sent to foreign soil, the gence of any man.
Don't deceive yourself by thinking that when I get that way I feel as if I was
commissary accumulates enough food to
supply 45 civilians. This food is in storage the stupendous cost of the war will be paid burning up."
at central depots and ports all over the by the Germans or the Japanese. It will be
"It is more than a fever," Mr. Evans anUnited States, and also at the soldier's des- paid by the whole human race, including swered; "it is a confession of weakness—
tination. A never-ending stream of food you and me.—Sel.
the weakness of a mind that cannot master
precedes and follows the soldier. When he's
matter. It is the acknowledgment of inin battle there must be several food depots
ability to cope with a situation."
behind him, in the event the enemy should
Getting Mad
Harold picked up the hammer head. "But
capture a front base.
that is an aggravating thing to try to work
It has been estimated that if we estabHREE times the hammer head flew from with," he said.
lished an overseas army of two million, we
the handle, and each time Harold picked
would have to have on hand here and abroad
His father smiled. "If you would expend
it up with increased impatience. "I'll be as much energy in cutting some wedges and
enough food for ninety million.
That's how it is, and that's why civilians getting mad in a minute," he threatened.
driving them into the handle as you have in
have to do without. The figures seem start"And
" his father suggested.
'getting mad,'" he said, "your hammer
ling but they come from a good source.—
Harold stared. "What do you m e a n ? " he would be fixed and your case for annoyance
Sel.
asked.
adjusted. Try that first after this."
"You said you would be getting mad in
"I believe I will," Harold answered. "I'm
Who is to pay for the war? We are
spending billions just for munitions and a minute, as if that were an important an- kind of ashamed of getting mad."—The
implements of war, not to mention the man- nouncement," his father answered. "What Classmate.
power diverted to our armed forces and lost will happen when you do get m a d ? "
to productive work. Property destroyed by
"Why—why, I'll get mad," explained
"JESUS CHRIST is no security against
bombs is beyond anything known in previ- Harold, weakly.
storms, but He is perfect security in storms.
ous wars. When ships are sunk, even if no
"I
see,"
said
his
father,
gravely.
"You
lives are lost, wealth amounting to millions
He has never promised you an easy passof dollars is sent to the bottom of the are advertising the fact that you have no age; only a safe landing."
control over your temper?"
ocean.
"We shall have all Eternity to celebrate
Guns and planes and tanks cost money,
Harold reddened. "I didn't think of it that
but money is merely a term to represent way," he said. "I hear lots of people say the victories, but we have only the few
materials and human effort. It is the they will get mad in a minute if things go hours before sunset to win them; and rewealth of the earth and our physical and
member this, that God will not look you
mental resources that go into our bombs wrong."
"As if the fact that they were going to over for medals, degrees and diplomas,
and shells. And they are used to destroy
the material and resources of the enemy, lose their temper was something to be but for scars"—Sel.
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MONG nations, treason is considered a
base crime. To traffic with, or give
comfort to the enemy in any way calls for
denunciation and a heavy penalty, usually
death. The laws governing citizenship allow no individual choice in the matter; the
fact and place of birth determine citizenship with its obligations in reference to
national interests. A man may change or
transfer his citizenship by taking an oath
of allegiance to another power through the
naturalization process.
If all rulers and nations were godly,
these obligations would not become onerous or objectionable to the Christian. But
as nations have forgotten God and "set
themselves against the Lord and his
anointed," (Psalms 2:2) saying, "We will
not have this man to reign over us," it becomes increasingly difficult to "lead a
quiet and peaceable life in all godliness
and honesty." We are to "be blameless and
harmless, the sons of God, without rebuke,
in the midst of a crooked and perverse
nation, among whom ye shine forth as
lights in the world, holding forth the word
of life."
We have been called to "obedience to the
faith among all nations." Since Satan is the
god of this world, we can easily understand why the spirit and object of the
kingdoms of this world are at such Variance
with the purpose and pursuit of the Christian. It means effort, and enduring opposition and persecution for us to hold fast to
the principles of Christ amidst an "untoward generation."
Paul tells of the "perilous day" in which
there shall be spiritual "traitors," betraying the cause of Christ, and the heavenly
citizenship to which we have been called.
May the Lord help us to be true to our
heavenly citizenship.
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We hear an oft repeated expression lately, "These rationing regulations have made
us a nation of liars," and it is evident that
many have made evasive and false statements to escape rationing regulations. Esau
sold his birthright for a "morsel of meat,"
and his folly is apparent to all. God has
said, "All liars shall have their part in the
lake which burneth with fire and brimstone."
A Christian will speak the "truth in his
heart." Psalms 15 testifies that "They who
shall abide in thy tabernacle" are such as
"sweareth to his own hurt and changeth
not." "Life is more than meat," declares
the Master, and we are sure no follower of
Christ will compromise his conscience for
any material advantage.—0. B. U.

The Second Blessing
HE birth of the Spirit brings pardon;
the baptism with the Spirit, purity.
The birth of the Spirit justifies freely;
the baptism with the Spirit sanctifies whol-
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"Teach Me Thy W a y , O Lord"
s TRULY as the Lord gave Moses the
plan of the tabernacle, and David the
plan of the temple (Exod. 25:9, 4 0 ;
I Chron. 28:12, 19), leaving no room for
suggestions, or improvements, or modifications of any kind from them, so has He
as plainly told us His plan for subduing
this world to Himself, and making it a new
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness,
when nations shall learn war no more, and
the Lord Jesus shall be King of kings and
Lord of lords. He has also told us His purpose in this present age, and how we may
be of use to Him in gathering from all nations a people for His name, His body the
church, that He may receive His Eve to
Himself, and with her subdue all things
unto Him in the next age, when Israel
shall have become a righteous nation in
their own land, and His witnesses to all
nations, filling the earth with the fruit of
the Spirit.
We are not called to make this world,
which lieth in the wicked one, a righteous
world, for it cannot be done while the devil
is its god, ruling as he does in politics,
and in commerce, and in social life, and
also in much that is called religious. This
great enemy of God and man must be
removed from the air, and the earth; and
he will be, and be shut up for a thousand
years in the bottomless pit, before he shall
be consigned to the lake of fire forever.
When the Church shall have been completed and taken to meet her Lord in the
air, he will show himself at his worst ere
he shall be cast into the pit.
During this present age. . . . He has sent
the Holy Spirit to testify to -His resurrection and ascension, and present priesthood,
and to gather to Himself all the "whosoevers" who will come to Him, that they
may with Him share His glory when He
shall come again. To gather these living
stones for the temple now being builded
(Eph. 2:19-22; I Pet. 2:3-10), is the present occupation of all true believers, and
anything that does not tend to this we
should have neither time nor inclination
for—Sel.

A
The first removes the guilt of sin, the
second the pollution of sin.
The first represses inbred sin; the second
removes it.
The first sows the heart with the Christian graces; the second roots up the weeds
that would choke them.
The first keeps the "old man" under; the
second "casts him out."
The first gives spiritual life; the second
spiritual purity and power.
The birth of the Spirit gives peace with
God; the baptism, the peace of God.
The first gives joy; the second "fullness
of joy."
The first takes us out of the world; the
second cleanses the world all out of us.
The first introduces us into the kingdom of Heaven; the second establishes the
kingdom of Heaven in us, and eliminates
all there that opposes it.
The birth of the Spirit brings submission to Christ; the baptism crowns Him in
our hearts without a rival.
The first begins the work of cleansing;
the second "sanctifies wholly."
The first delivers from the Egypt of sin;
the second puts us in possession of the
Canaan of perfect love.
The first cures the outward eruption of
actual sin; the second effects the double
cure of its inward leprosy.—M. W. Knapp.

All Came to Pass
OLOMON, that great and wise man, and
servant of the Living God, testified
that "there hath not failed one word of all
His good promise, which He promised by
the hand of Moses His servant." The Lord
fulfilled His promise to the Children of Israel, and gave them the land to dwell in
that He had promised their fathers. He
gave them rest according to all that He
swore unto their fathers; and there was
not a man of all their enemies that stood
before them. The Lord delivered all their
enemies into their hand. "There failed not
ought of any good thing which the Lord
had spoken unto the House of Israel; all
came to pass." Since "God is no respecter
of persons" why should His children doubt
and fear and fail to trust Him? All down
through the ages "there hath not failed one
word of all His good promises." Therefore
if we meet the conditions, we may approach
the throne in real, holy boldness and claim
the promises of God, and see Him verify
them. He has said: "My God shall supply
all your need according to His riches in
Glory hy Christ Jesus." ALL you need—for
soul, mind, body, and business; in sickness
or in health; on land or sea; at home or
abroad; the promises fail not if faith but
brings the plea.^The
Herald of Light.

S

Condescending Love
What condescending love
Our Lord to us hath shown,
To lay aside His heavenly robes,
And leave His Father's throne!
What sought He here below,
When all the earth was His,
When all its wealth could never make
Him richer than He is?
It was our poor lost souls
He came to seek and save;
Himself, a perfect sacrifice
Upon the cross he gave.
Such holy, matchless love
Constrains my all to give,
. .
And by His grace and power bestowed,
A holy life to live.
—Menno O. Brubaker,
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GRACE ABOUNDIN G
Sefh C. Rees

E

VERY HUMAN soul is constructed with an
intake and an outlet. This is as true of
the spiritual man as it is of the material.
We receive and measure light through the
eye. Sound is taken through the ear, fragrance through the sense of smell, etc. God
has certainly favored us with spiritual
senses, and has allowed us the control of
them. Just as H e provided light for the eye,
sound for the ear, and food for the palate,
He has as really made provision for our
inner man. This text announces the prodigality of God—His extravagance in providing for His own. I t announces that His
unmeasured love has spared nothing in
providing for the needs of His family. No
wonder that He said, "He that provideth
not for his own household is worse than an
infidel." While He has left the control of
the head gates and outlets of our souls with
us, H e expects that we will take in and
give out according to His provision.
I no more than touch this text than it
falls into three sections or divisions. First,
the inflow, then the soul's sufficiency, and
next the overflow or outlet. "God is able to
make all grace abound toward you"—
that is the inflow. "That ye always having
all sufficiency in all things"—that is the
supply for our own personal needs. "That
ye may abound unto every good work"—
that is the outlet, or overflow. When we
order the head gates lifted, God never
fails to provide us with all grace and expects us to catch, possess and retain an
all-sufficiency for our every need. The remainder is the overflow to satisfy the need
of others.
As I turn, to the 'first division of the text,
I notice that it also falls into three parts.
First, the power of God—"He is able."
Second, the provision of God—enough, " a l l
sufficiency." Third, the prodigality of God,
superabundance, overflow.
"God is able." This thought is prominent
from Genesis to Revelation. The words occur at least twelve times in the New Testament. The sin of Israel was in questioning God's ability. "Can He set a table in the
wilderness?" "Can He give b r e a d ? " He
was able to set a table and to send quails
quite enough. "God is able!" Take those
words and write them over all your difficulties and they must vanish. Write them
over your sorrow, over your financial reverses. Write them over your workbench,
your counter, cook stove, wash tub. Write
them across the darkest cloud that ever
threatens your sky. They are like a rainbow of promise.
Then think of His provision. Grace is
made to order. Ready-made clothes do not
always fit. Grace made for some one else
might not fit your need, but He who made
you knows your size. He has your measure,
and can make grace to fit you like a glove.
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Then if grace should ever run short, H e
who made the first batch is able to make
more, so the provisions are ever ample.
Then think of His prodigality. The word
abound is a key word in this epistle and is
found twenty-four times. God does not flow
toward us in a niggardly fashion; He is not
sparing with His riches, but is most generous, lavish, and even apparently extravagant. He never talks about rivulets, but
rivers. The Spirit of God is never given by
measure, b u t by a mighty sluice, a Noah's
flood. He has no use for a meter at the
water gate. In this world, water is often
metered to you in proportion to the stock
you own in the company and the condition
of the supply. If rain has fallen in abundance, when I receive my monthly bill, I
find written across it, "No Limit," but if
the reservoir is low, I am warned to practice economy. Across every card which I
have ever received from Heaven the words
are plainly written, "No Limit." In fact,
the more we tap God's resources the more
He is pleased. God's reservoir of grace is
always bursting. God says, "Thou shalt
break forth on thy right hand and on thy
left." Hebrew scholars tell us that the word
"break" has the force of burst. Thou shalt
burst forth.
We readily see God's prodigality in nature. How lavish He is in the fields and the
gardens; how extravagant H e is in the forests, on the hills and mountains, and in the
garnished eternal blue. T h e first time I ever
crossed the summit of the Rocky Mountains
I found beautiful flowers where no human
eye had ever looked upon them. Millions
of them stuck their heads up through perpetual snow. They greeted me with a smile.
Whenever God makes anything, He always
makes an abundance. The mountains are
very great and very high; the seas are very
wide and very deep. When sailing over the
Indian Ocean I was told that there was five
miles of water under me, and I said, "Is
that a l l ? " They answered. "We do not
know; that is as far as we have sounded."
When God made the stars, H e made a great
many. It is said that the natural eye counts
six thousand, but the larger telescopes reveal billions, and almost every time a new
discovery is made we are told that there
are other worlds, but so far away that the
light has only now reached us. If God is so
great in the garnished heavens, why do we
make so little of Him in the realm of
grace?
I t is of vital importance that the outlet
shall be kept open. Otherwise stagnation
will ensue. An English preacher from a
cotton mill district, after preaching a year
and a half, requested the prayers of the
saints and said he had run off his bobbin.
Any preacher will run off his bobbin if he
doesn't keep the connections open. I n the

economy of grace, God allows nothing to
•go to waste. All we receive from above we
must pass on to others.
It is a great satisfaction to me that the
text says, " I n all things." A superabundance in a few things might not be sufficient. But this text says, "all sufficiency in
all things."
I h a d a friend who h a d been frugally
brought up. The first time he was ever in
a dining car he was the guest of a rich
man. When he was asked what he would
order h e was embarrassed and confused,
and he finally said, "Give me the whole bill
of fare." The dinner cost his host about
five dollars which was not only amusing,
but very pleasing to his friend. Nothing
pleases the Lord more than for you to
order the whole bill of fare. H e is never
impoverished, and He loves to supply in
the most princely manner.
I used to run a threshing machine. We
often fed the grain from both sides, and it
was a man's job to get enough wheat in
the cylinder to keep the power down.
Nothing is more gratifying to our Heavenly Father than to see us feeding from both
sides. I n many a hospitable Southern
home, I have been seated at a table fairly
groaning with the bounties of this world,
and when the time came the hostess would
say, "Now just reach to and help yourself." Why should we live on short rations
when our great Host has said, "Reach to
and help yourself to an all-sufficiency in
all things"?
—The Pilgrim Holiness
Advocate.

Hanging Out the Ropes

S

EVERAL miles above Milton, Pa., when
the ice was breaking up, a farmer got
into one of his boats, purposing to pull it
out of the river. A floating mass of ice
struck it, breaking it loose from the bank,
and carrying it and him out into the current. A neighbor, seeing the danger, mounted a horse, and with all speed rode down
to Milton. The people of the town gathered
all the ropes they could secure, went out
on the bridge, and suspended a line of
dangling ropes from the bridge across the
river. They could not tell at just what
point the boat with the farmer would pass
under, so they put a rope down every two
or three feet across. By and by the farmer
was seen, wet and cold, standing in the
boat half full of water, drifting down the
rapid current. When he saw the ropes
dangling within reach, h e seized the nearest one, was drawn up and saved. One rope
might not have answered the purpose. This
pastor hangs the rope of salvation from
the pulpit, and sinners present do not seem
to get near i t ; but if the business men will
hang out ropes and young men and women,
mothers and wives, hang out ropes, sinners
will certainly be saved.—From "Personal
Soul-Winning,"
by William
Evans.
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"OUGHT"
S. L. Brengle
"Men

ought always to pray and not to
faint." (Luke 18:1) .

HAT little "ought" is emphatic. It implies obligation high as Heaven and
deep as Hell, and is inescapable: Jesus
said: "Men ought always to pray," and
added, "and not to faint." Men ought to
pray. They ought to pray "always," and
they ought not to faint or grow fainthearted and cease praying.
A thousand times that text has encouraged me to pray. I confess I do not always
feel like praying. There are times when
my feelings are numb, when I do not seem
to have access to the Heavenly Father in
prayer, when I find it difficult to pray; and,
judging by my feelings, there is no one listening to my prayer. And then, these words
have stirred me to pray; I ought to pray—•
I ought always to pray—and I should not
grow faint in praying.
Prayer is more than saying words. It's
the expression of earnest desire. Sometimes I have felt that my desires were not
in earnest, and then I have searched myself and have realized that while emotionally my desires were not earnest, volitionally they were—down in the deeps of my
being, deeper probably than my emotions,
I desire the things for which I was praying.
I have been helped to pray with this assurance. "Your labor is not in vain in the
Lord." Paul tells us in Colossians 4:12,
that Epaphras "labored fervently always
in prayer for his brethren, that they might
stand perfect and complete in all the will
of God."
Prayer, then, is a form of work. In my
early years I worked, and worked hard,
and often went to my work not feeling a
bit like working, but I expected results
from my work regardless of my feelings.
The farmer ploughs his field often when he
doesn't feel like it, but he confidently expects a crop from his labors, and he
realizes that he ought to plough his fields.
Now, if prayer is a form of work and our
labor is not in vain in the Lord, then we
ought to pray regardless of our feelings.
If we can pray fervently with warm
emotions, all the better; but if we cannot,
we should still pray and not grow fainthearted.
Only recently, when I knelt for morning
prayers, I felt a sort of deadness in my
soul—no fervor, no access in prayer—and
just then the "accuser of the brethren" became very busy; he reminded me of things
that had long since been under the Blood
and shot fiery darts at me. I could only
cry to God for help. Then the blessed
Comforter reminded me that the Blood had
long since covered my sins and washed me
clean from their guilt and pollution, and
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reminded me that I must not cast away
my confidence, that my great High Priest
was pleading my case, and that I must
come boldly to the throne of Grace. This I
did, and the enemy was routed. My emotions were liberated, my spirit was free,
and, oh, what a blessed time of communion
I had with my Lord, and I found prayer
easy. If I had fainted instead of fighting
the good fight of faith, the battle would
have been lost, gloom would have settled
upon me like a thick cloud and enshrouded
my soul, and I could not have reaped becaus e I had not labored fervently in
prayer.
William Bramwell, an early Methodist
preacher whose ministry was mightily used
in the saving and sanctifying of souls and
who was mighty in prayer, said that he
never went to secret prayer without reluctance, with feet that dragged, with a
spirit that drooped, but as he labored in
prayer his spirit revived and he found it
oftentimes difficult to cease praying and his
feet became like hind's feet. Let us pray!
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A constant conformity to all the teachings of the Holy Spirit.
• The taking on of a greater fulness of the
divine nature.
A deeper personal acquaintance with the
Lord Jesus Christ.
Proofs of Growth:
A more implicit and universal trust in

God.

An increasing weanedness from the
world.
Less reluctance of feeling when called
to the exercise of self-denial.
Less temptation to shun the cross or to
neglect any duty.
A growing intensity of zeal in promoting
the cause of God.
A growing deadness to the flattery or the
censure of men.
A growing cordiality in the acceptance
of the whole will of God.
Growing calmness and quietness under
great afflictions.
Growing patience under much provocation.
"Longsuffering with joyfulness."
A growing repose in and satisfaction
with all the allotments of providence.
Less temptation to fret when we are
crossed or disappointed in any respect.
Less temptation to resentment and the
spirit of retaliation, when we are in anyAre You Ahead?
wise insulted or abused.
E. E. Shelhamer
Less temptation to magnify our trials
and
troubles.
1. If you have more money now than
A growing disposition to magnify our
you had ten years ago, and yet less love for
prayer and God's precious Word, are you blessings.
Being less and less disposed to dwell
ahead?
upon
the faults of others.
2. If you are in great demand as a
Being less disposed to judge uncharitpreacher or singer, and yet your secret
life is unholy and unclean, are you ahead? ably of others.
An increased reluctance to treat anyone
3. If you received more votes than your
rival, and yet you lack his humility, are as an enemy.
Less temptation to remember an injury,
you ahead?
4. If you win a debate, and yet do so to and a growing readiness in forgiving an
injury.
your own hurt, are you ahead?
When we find ourselves drawn with in5. If you spite some one by leaving the
creasing
earnestness to follow on to know
table in a touchy spirit when your meal is
more of God.
half finished, are you ahead?
When we find ourselves more and more
6. If you hurt tbe tender feelings of your
wife, and she went to bed weeping, are you readily affected, quickened and stimulated
by religious truth.
ahead?
A growing jealousy for the honor of God
7. If you sulk and pout, and your husand
for the purity and honor of His church.
band does not know why, and is afraid to
ask, are you ahead?
No, it does not pay to act in such a way
A Morning Star
as to disappoint others in our profession.
Better suffer wrong and be defeated than " A PERSON converted in youth," says
r \ John Angell James, "is like the sun
get your own way and bring on leanness of
rising on a summer's morning to shine
soul.
through the long, bright day. But a person
converted late in his life is like the eveChristian Growth
ning star—a lovely object of Christian
contemplation, but not appearing till the
HARLES G. FINNEY, great American
evangelist of the nineteenth century, day is closing, and then but for a little
has this to say about the Christian's growth while."—Submitted by a Reader.
1 «•» i
in grace. Apply it to yourself, and see
whether you are growing.
To exercise your soul, spend five minConditions of Growth:
utes every morning thinking of some good
Growth is the knowledge of God.
you can do someone, and then do it.—Sel.
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Love Feast
The spring lovefeast of the Donegal District will he held in the Elizabethtown
Church, May 27 and 28, beginning at 1 p. m.
A special invitation is extended to those
coming to Conference to come several days
earlier and enjoy fellowship with us during
this service.
We will be expecting you.
—Isaiah F . Bashore, Cor.

Notice
For the convenience of those coming to
Pennsylvania State Council to be held at
Martinsburg, Pennsylvania, by train or bus,
we give the following schedule:
Blue and White Line Buses leave the
P. R. R. Depot in Altoona for Martinsburg
a t 6 a. m., 9 a. m., 12 noon, 3:30 p. m.,
5:35 p . m., 8:15 p . m., 11:30 p. m.
—J. S. Oldham.

Can A Christian Fight?
This Booklet by Bishop O. B. Ulery, giving a scriptural approach to this controversial and all important question, has been
reprinted by action of the Relief and Service
Committee of the Brethren in Christ Church.
It presents an answer from the Nonresistance Viewpoint to those who would
use .the Bible to defend their participation
in the horrifying destruction of carnal warfare.
May be secured from the
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
or
THE E. V. BOOK STORE
Elizabethtown, Penna.
5c single copy; 30c doz.; $2.50 per 100
postpaid.

The Preacher's Message
LL sermons must culminate and find
their loftiest purpose in the divine Redeemer. We must never forget that, as its
ministers, we have been allowed of God to
be trusted with the gospel, and to us has
been committed the ministry of reconciliation; to wit, that God was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself.

A

Our ministry also must be cruciform.
The thought that our Master was crucified
must never be far from our thoughts. Not
primarily as Teacher, Prophet, WonderWorker or Social Reformer, but as having
been slain from before the everlasting
hills! "Christ and him crucified," said the
apostles. We must be witnesses of that
which we have received, "how that Christ
died for our sins according to the Scriptures."—B. F . Meyer.
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News of Church Activity
New York
BUFFALO MISSION GENERAL REPORT—Greetings: The world is seething
with discontent. Numbers are trying to
manufacture contentment out of material
things, but it has sadly failed. We need the
armor of light; the breastplate of faith and
love must be buckled on to protect from
the assaults of darkness; and the helmet,
the hope of salvation, to preserve us from
the depression of the wicked influences.
Bro. William Engle, of Owosso, Michigan,
served as our evangelist for the fall revival.
Bro. Engle faithfully preached the Word of
God. The prayers of the saints prevailed
and the Lord graciously blessed His Word.
One evening was devoted to a special children's meeting and a number of our boys
and girls responded to the call of the Spirit.
The last night of the revival the convicting
Spirit of God was unusually manifested and
a number were seeking the Lord. There
are testimonies of victory heard from those
who had not testified for several years and
their inspiration is a blessing to our services. Many refused to heed the Spirit's
call but the saints are encouraged to continue to remember them at a throne of
grace. We are encouraged with the attendance, both in the Sunday School and regular services.
The jail service is an interesting feature.
Sr. Burger, who has been engaged in this
type of work for some time, has asked us
to assist in the work. The work is centered among the women prisoners. As we
make personal contacts, we see life from a
different aspect. Sin has captivated these
youthful hearts. Our hearts rejoiced as we
prayed with a number of these precious
souls who penitently sought the Lord. We
were impressed with two colored girls who
were saved.
Through their lives others
were led to Christ. One of the girls was
facing a serious charge. Before the trial
she definitely acknowledged, God spoke to
her. A bright light appeared in her call.
She told us, "I know God will deliver me."
God answered her prayer. To us it looked
impossible, but with God ALL things are
possible. Remember our work in prayer.
We do appreciate and gratefully acknowledge the support to our work. The Lord
has stood by us through His faithful children. We do want our lives to be a blessing
to humanity.
In Christian fellowship,
W. L. and Sadie Reighard.
Financial Report, Oct., Nov., Dec, 1942
Receipts
Balance October 1, 1942
$83.60
Earl Bossert
15.00
Janet Girard
6.00
Irven Winger
11.00
Grace Sider
5.00
Wesley Hexemer
30.00
Evelyn Mater
10.00
Eleanor Mater
10.00
Norman Winger and wife
7.00
Carl Patterson and wife
7.00
Anna Carver
11.00
Susie Troyer
10.00
Henry Greiner and wife
2.00
A Friend
5.00
Stella Heise
5.00
Noi"man Church
3.50
Henry Trost
30.00
Charles Monkelbaan
2.00
Friends
31.00
Martha Sentz
1.00
Dolly Stevenette
5.00
Walter Max
5.00
William Engle
2.00
Bessie Milne
_... 5.00
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Elizabeth L,andis
Pearl Winger
Total

2.00
5.00
$309.10

Total
Receipts
Expenses

$234.43
$309.10
234.43

Expenses
Table
$80.50
Water, gas, phone, electricity
31.99
Roofing
7.50
Potatoes
12.00
Misc: Gas heater repairs, laundry supplies, towels, household supplies, etc— 44.71
Flour, canning, sugar
15.06
Milk
18.50
Car
24.17

Balance January 1, 1943
$ 74.67
Donations
Charles Monkelbaan and wife, Sr. Taylor,
Bro. and Sr. Vannetter, Ray Sherk, Miriam
Climenhaga, Anna Carver, Wesley Hexemer,
Clarence Center Sewing Circle, Dolly Stevenette, Pearl Jones, Susie Troyer, Eleanor Mater,
C. A. Myers, Bertie Sewing Circle, Fern Williams, Nellie Hostetter, Bro. Davis, Sr. Cox.

Pennsylvania
ZION MISSION CHURCH, CHAMBERSBURG—We join the Psalmist in his exclamation: "What shall we render unto the
Lord for all his benefits toward us." Surely
it was a special benefit to us to have a
gracious revival from January 24 to February 14, in the Zion Mission Church, Chambersburg, Pa. Through the ably delivered
messages of Eld. Henry Ginder, of Manheim, Pa., we were led besides the still
water, in the green pastures, and to a place
of quietness from fear of evil. What a
benefit in these days of rationing and distress of nations. Through Eld. Ginder's
messages some were constrained to seek
this haven of rest, this harbor of safety,
while others like the men of Jesus' day refused the feast. How costly this may be for
some at the judgment, but what rejoicing
for, those who seized this opportunity to

make their calling and election sure.
The messages in song rendered by different quartets were an inspiration to the
Service. May God richly reward these
youncr people who give of their time and
talent to Christ and the Church. One phase
of interest to both children and older folks,
was the illustrated talks given by Bro.
Ginder. The children responded to these
efforts with eager attention and increased
attendance to the extent that seating them
was a problem. We trust that the evangelistic messages as well as the talks to the
children will yield an increase in laborers
of God's vineyard and add to the number of
redeemed at His coming. —D. H. B., Cor.
GRANVILLE, PA.—Our Revival was held
during February with Bro. Samuel Lady as
our evangelist. Bro. Lady came filled with
zeal and brought forth the true Gospel each
night. We had good attendance. There were
those who were real hungry for salvation.
A large number were saved, others, received
a deeper experience, and a number have
expressed their desire for church fellowship.
Pray for us that we may keep pushing
ahead to win others for Christ.
—Sr. Freed, Cor.
MT. PLEASANT REVIVAL—Our revival
services opened January 31st, and continued
until February 17th with Eld. J. Lester
Myers from Greencastle in charge.
The presence of the Spirit was manifested
night after night as our brother brought us
practical truths from God's Word. Sinners
were saved, believers sanctified and all that
attended were blessed for being present. A
number of our Sunday School scholars
sought the Lord for the first time. Will you
help us pray that they will follow all the
way?
Of special interest were four pre-sermon
talks on prophecy. We are certainly in the
end time and the midnight hour is near.
—Musser M. Martin, Cor.
"In all unbelief there are those two
things: a good opinion of one's self, and a
bad opinion of God."—H. Bonar.

GENERAL E D U C A T I O N

BOARD

ANNOUNCES

W I N N E R I N ESSAY C O N T E S T
" W h y / Wanf to Attend a Church School"
In response to the Board's invitation seventeen young people submitted essays on
the subject announced. The essays were then judged by three judges, namely, John
Martin, Mary Stoner and Helen Niesley. They completed their work, not knowing the
identity of the writers. This announcement will be news to them as well as to all of you.
The Board wishes to commend all the writers for the excellent work done, and
extends a "God bless you" to each one of the seventeen. The effort expended will help
you greatly in future tasks.
The Board concurs with the decisions of the judges, who had no easy task, and
extends to them a vote of appreciation for their cooperation in this project.
The best essay was written by Shirley Lenehan of Chicago, 111., and to Miss
Lenehan goes the award of $25.00, which shall be used to aid her in furthering her
Christian education,.
The writers worthy of special mention follow in order:
Mary M. Brubaker, Grantham, Pa.
Margaret Friesen, Grantham, Pa.
Lois Haas, Harrisburg, Pa.
William Wenger, Carlisle, Pa.
Miss Lenehan's prize winndng essay will be published in the next issue of the
Evangelical Visitor. It will also be published in the Sunday School Herald, as well as
those essays worthy of special mention. R.'H. WENGER, Asst. Chairman, Gen. Education Board.
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MARRIAGES-

A

NIX-WINGER—On November 14, 1942 a t
1:30 o'clock a t the home of the groom, occurred
the marriage of Bro. Bruce Nix, son of Sr.
Nina and the late Elmer Nix, of Stevensville,
Ont., and Sr. Edna Winger, daughter of Sr.
Lena and the late Ernest Winger, of Springvale, Ont.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. Paul
Nigh.
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VOICE FROM THE FIELD

is with interest we note the reports of
I Tvarious
evangelistic services throughout

word. We observed what we love to see,
young ministers in the district, preparing to
our beloved brotherhood, which I believe the carry on the battle, under the able leaderchurch in general appreciates reading. I t ship of Bishop C. Byers. Inspiring testicauses rejoicing when we are informed of monials graced the meeting from the bedefinite results obtained in conversions, re- ginning. Full salvation is preached through
clamations, also of those receiving a definite the year from the pulpit here, keeping the
experience of heart cleansing. We note the fire burning. A deep interest is taken in
ESHEMIAH—Mrs. Elizabeth Eshelman was
evangelist receives a fine bouquet of flow- the Sunday School scholars' salvation.
born April 2, 1856 and passed away a t the
ers and carries off the laurels.
Messiah Home, Jan. 7, 1943, aged 86 years, 9
Here we found a home long to be rememmonths and 15 days.
But how about the faithful group who bered at Bro. Avery Sollenberger's, where
Mrs. Eshelman came to the home August 11,
1921. She manifested a cheerful Christian dis- have kept the work progressing through- we were extended every hospitality and
position in the home and during her illness
out the year, amidst storms and sifting comfort which could be even thought of, inwas very patient.
Surviving are two sisters, one of New times and made possible a work to which asmuch as we must conclude like the aposBloomfleld, Pa., the other in California; also the evangelist could come and serve, tle, as we look back to Bro. Sollenberger's
nieces and nephews.
. . _
Services were held in the Messiah Home through a series of meetings? I t is the home, in our memory, "We have oft reChapel with Rev. Heisey, pastor of the Hum- writer's intent in this article, after twen- freshed ourselves a t thy home."
mel Street Church of the Brethren, and Eld.
ty-five or more years in the field, to write
The revival increased in attendance until
Irvin O. Musser officiating.
from the other side—of the experience of the last—one night less than three weeks of
rORNEY—John K. Forney was born Dec. 1,
nine weeks' continued recent work in Penn- meetings.
1850, in West Donegal Township, Lancaster
Co., Penna.
sylvania, Canada and Iowa.
We were scheduled next to meet with the
He was joined in marriage with Annie b.
On Dec. 4th, we bid adieu to those near Service and Relief Committee at Messiah
Hoffman in 1873. They engaged in farming in
Pennsylvania until the spring of 1879 when
and dear to us to begin a two weeks' re- Home on the following Monday, then in the
with the Brethren Colony they brought their
family to Kansas, locating on a farm 12 miles vival at New Guilford church in Franklin evening we were invited for a service in the
southeast of Abilene. In 1889 they moved to
county, which began Dec. 6, 1942. I t was chapel, renewing fellowships of a few years
Abilene. I n the intervening time of more than
50 years, he has been a leader in many enter- my first time at this place. I found a peo- prior when we were here in a revival and
prises t h a t have helped to make his communi- ple responsive to truth, showing interest learned to appreciate the management,
ty prosperous and a desirable place in which and zeal for the service of God and attendworkers and guests of the Home at Harristo live.
.
. .,
At the age of 27 he publicly professed his ance encouraging under rationing condi- burg, Pa. No rest this evening. After serfaith in Christ and was baptized, t h e late
Bish. Jacob M. Engle, Donegal District, of- tions. A number of souls found their way vices, about midnight, we boarded the train
to an altar of prayer and rejoiced in new for Wainfleet, Canada, ready to begin
ficiating.
His own personal testimony written on a possessions and victories.
meetings at Wainfleet church on Tuesday
page in his old worn Bible and the fact t h a t
he was able to conduct the family worship of
We noticed New Guilford was outstand- evening, Jan. 12, 1943.
h i s home until only a few days prior to his ing in two things in particular—good singThe Wainfleet work speaks for itself undeparture, reflect his unwavering Christian
faith.
.
. •
. ing under the able leadership of their der the able leadership of Bishop Shoalts
After a brief illness, he peacefully passed
away a t his home, Feb. 13, 1943, having bishop's efforts these years, and also there who has spent many years on the evangereached the advanced age of 92 years, 2 mo. was an unusual percentage of young peo- listic field also. Only a few years ago they
and 12 days. Mother Forney and four children,
Elmer H , Christian, Annie, and Minnie pre- ple in the church. These brethren also had found it necessary to enlarge their church
their visitation well planned. The different to accommodate the growing work. While
ceded him in death. He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. R. J. Long of Abilene and one
officials took their turn taking the evange- two weeks of the revival here were hindered
son, Mai. Abram H. Forney of Glendale, Calif.,
3 grandchildren and 2 great-grandchildren, one list from place to place. It was here we with snow and blocked roads, cold and
sister Mrs. J. H. Eshelman of Elizabethtown, were so royally entertained in the home stormy weather, the last week cleared up
Pa., and a number of nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held a t the Eicholtz as our headquarters were in Bishop L. W. and attendance increased. Around nineteen
Chapel, Monday, Feb. 15, a t 2:30, Eld. G. E. Wingert's home. Anyone who has been souls bowed at the altar.
Whisler, officiating.
there knows how it is to enjoy the warm
I t was encouraging to notice the young
rOTJG-HT—Mrs. Annie Fought was born family circle and fellowship of their home.
folks in this audience, the future hope of
July 3, 1865 and passed away February 25,
1943, aged 77 years, 7 months and 22 days.
We felt the time passed all too quickly— the church. The Wainfleet brethren enShe was a member of the Messiah Home famthe warm fellowships with the saints at deavor to maintain a warm fellowship
ily since Sept. 19, 1935.
She is survived by one sister Mrs. Josephine New Guilford passed all too quickly. Clos- among them and get anxious if the showNess, York, Pa., also nieces and nephews.
Services were held in the Home Chapel with ing on the third Sunday evening, we were ers do not fall occasionally. We were enBish. C. N. Hostetter, Jr. and Eld. Irvin O. invited to the home of our Bro. Jacob tertained here in the home of Bro. and Sr.
Musser officiating. Burial in St. John's Evan- Hock in Chambersburg for a rest Monday Jesse Winger, also a homey atmosphere, ungelical Lutheran cemetery, W e st Harrisburg.
evening. Evangelists have found in this surpassed anywhere for comfort and hosMANNING-—Mrs. Mattie Manning was born
pitality.
October 5, 1862 and passed away Feb. 12, 1943, home a prophet's retreat where relaxation
aged 80 years, 4 months and 7 days. She was and inspiration is again renewed for the
The Wainfleet revival continued one night
a member of the Messiah Home family for a next battle.
less than 3 weeks. On the last Saturday
little over two years.
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs. Earl MumThe following Tuesday evening, Dec. 22, a Bible conference was held. The house was
ma, Middletown, Pa., and one son, H a r r y Manwe began the revival a t Air Hill.- The filled and a real spiritual feast was enjoyed.
ning, Hummelstown, Pa.
Services were held in the Messiah Home Brethren here have suffered the loss of Many came from points adjoining, as far as
Chapel with Rev. H. K. Geyer, pastor of the
United Brethren Church of which she was a nearly one-half of their territory, the gov- from Buffalo and Clarence Center. We also
member, and Eld. Irvin O. Musser officiating. ernment depot taking the land, but they took part with Bro. M. L. Dohner, Henry
Burial in Hillsdale cemetery.
have made a splendid readjustment and are Hostetter and Albert Engle in three other
carrying the work on. One can see they do Bible conferences during Wainfleet revival,
not think of a retreat, having elected a new at Boyle, Cheapside, and Hagersville. These
I will place no value on anything I have, minister in the person of Bro. Harvey Muswere all graced with rich outpouring of the
or may possess, except in relation to the ser, and are going forward. The attend- Spirit as the Lord witnessed.
kingdom of Christ. If anything I have will ance here was far better than expected.
We left early Monday a. m. for Buffalo
advance the interests of that kingdom, it
The Holy Spirit honored his word with enroute to Dallas Center, Iowa, where the
shall be given away or kept, only as by conviction: some thirty coming to the altar Brethren had a revival on during their reggiving or keeping it I may promote the of prayer for various needs. Showers fell, ular services, in which around 18 sought the
glory of Him to whom I owe all my hopes cups overflowed, and rejoicing seasons told Lord. We held their business meeting and
in time and eternity.—David Livingstone. of fruitful soil for the reception of His preached two nights. Five precious breth-
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ren and sisters were admitted into church
fellowship the last evening.
The Dallas Center work is growing; they
need more room. It was a great encouragement to meet the brethren here and spend
a few nights of fellowship. Under the
pastoral work of Bro. Nissly and two licensed ministers they keep the fire burning
in the camp.
We left on Thursday night for home, arriving after nine weeks' absence, feeling
fine physically and with great appreciation
for our brotherhood. Travel during these
many years has been a great education.
Keeping our eyes open we see things in
every district which are commendable in
church and Sunday school work. I have
concluded we have some great preachers
and lay members who are a sincere, conscientious, self-sacrificing group and I do not
fear but that they are going to be faithful
until the rapture. I have no criticism to
make on any of the points we were privileged to serve, but can only say, "Faithful
is He who calleth you, who also will do it."
Do you wonder, with such courtesies continually shown us these years through the
church, we are always eager to receive the
Visitor, our paper, to see how the rest of
the family is getting along, even to the
Foreign Mission fields in extent?
Rev. 2:10, "Be thou faithful unto death,
and I will give thee a crown of life."
Your unworthy servant, Bay I. Witter.

HE DIED IN THE HARNESS

What Anger Did for a Young
Man
/ . H. Byer

H

ARLEY RALSTON was a young man strong

in body and of fairly good habits. He
courted and married a young widow. All
went well for a time; soon quarreling began. They would separate, then make up. In
a year or so, they quarreled one morning.
In a fit of violent anger he said he would
fix it so they could never come together
again. He carried, all the household goods
and furniture out doors, poured kerosene
on them and set them afire. She got work
in a hotel. In a few weeks he was begging
of her to try it again. She positively refused. As he often did before, he again
threatened to kill himself. Early next
morning he walked ten miles, stepped into
a field close by a_ much traveled highway
and shot himself in the forehead. He was
gone. What could the preacher say at the
funeral? Just that here we can see what
sin will do for anyone. It does not pay to
keep anger within. Jesus will take it all
out. Men who know say no one can be
violently angry without positive injury to
the body. People have died because of a
violent fit of anger.
To kill one's self is murder as well as to
take the life of any one else.
Eph. 4 : 3 1 ; Col. 3:8.
i —m i

The surest evidence of conversion is the
desire to carry the good news of Salvation
to others.—Sel.

VISITOR

HE VETERAN pioneer had taken his last
round and had attended his last conference. Forty-five years of incessant toil
in cities and villages, and in the log cabins
and wildernesses of the far West and
South, traveling round the continent with
but few exceptions every year, subject to
every kind of itinerant hardship and privation—all this bore heavily upon his
physical constitution.
Still we find him, as if impelled by a
ruling passion strong as life, and undismayed by the approach of death, urging
his weary way from appointment to appointment. He needed rest and relief from
all cares and anxieties; but like one who
was determined not to rest until the grave
should unveil its bosom to receive him, he
continued to travel and to preach the
Gospel.
When he could no longer walk to the
house of God, he was borne in the arms of
his brethren; and when he could no longer
stand in the holy place to deliver his dying
message to the assembled flocks over which
he had been an affectionate overseer for
upward of forty years, he sat, as the beloved of the Apocalypse, and poured out
the treasures of his loving, overflowing
heart to the weeping multitudes, who sorrowed most at the thought "that they
should see his face no more."
In the midst of his last labors, this
prophet of the long road wrote in his Journal: " I die daily, am made perfect by laboring and suffering, and fill up still what
is behind. There is no time or opportunity
to take medicine in the day time; I must
do it at night. I am wasting away."
By slow and difficult stages, Asbury
passed with Bond his faithful companion
through North and South Carolina, preaching at different points until he reached
Richmond, Virginia. His anxiety to preach
once more in Richmond was so great, that
notwithstanding the entreaties and endeavors of his friends to dissuade him
therefrom, seeing his extreme debility, he
overcame all their efforts, saying, "I must
once more deliver my public testimony in
this place." Accordingly he was borne in
the arms of his friends into the church and
placed upon a table that had been prepared
for the purpose.
After singing, reading the Scriptures and
praying, the bishop announced his text in
tremulous tones: "For he will finish the
work, and cut it short in righteousness: because a short work will the Lord make
upon the earth." Impressed as he was with
the consciousness that his work was done,
he had chosen his text well.
Slowly and measuredly the solemn
truths fell from his trembling lips. Carried away by his feeling, he exceeded his
frail strength, and was obliged to pause
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frequently from sheer physical exhaustion.
i o the vast audience gathered on this occasion, the scene must have been sublimeiy
impressive, f o r the last time they were
listening to the voice ot tneir Deloveu
uisnop, who had gone in and out helore
tnem in his continental visits for so many
years.
Almost any other person would have
desisted irom traveling in such an ill state
ot health; hut the spirit of Asbury could
brook no delay, besides, he was anxious to
reach .Baltimore to be present at the session of the General Conterence in May.
Accordingly, when he had taken his last
farewell ot the brethren and friends in
Kichmond, he proceeded on his journey in
the care of his ever-faithful Bond. Having
arrived at the residence of his old friend,
Mr. George Arnold, about twenty miles
south of Fredricksburg in Virginia, his illness increased so that he was unable to
proceed.
On the evening of the twenty-ninth of
March, his carriage stopped at the door of
his last earthly resting place, and he was
borne into the house nevermore to leave it
until his worn and weary body should be
carried to the tomb. He suffered much during the night and the succeeding day. When
Sabbath came, he requested that the family be called together at the usual hour for
religious services. His traveling companion
read and expounded the twenty-first chapter of Revelation, during which time Asbury was calm and devotional. His end was
near, and his faith doubtless enabled him
to catch a glimpse of the Holy City which
John saw coming down out of Heaven. All
was calm, and clear, and bright.
The services were closed, and Bond, perceiving that the venerable bishop was sinking in his chair, hastened to support h i m ;
and while he held up his reclining head,
the spirit of the patriarch passed away in
peace to its God. Thus,
Like some broad river widening toward
the sea,
Calmly and grandly life joined eternity.
Though dead, Bishop Asbury yet lives.
So effectually has he stamped his powerful mind upon the masses of Methodism
all over this vast continent, from the hills
of the Aroostook to the slopes of the Pacific, that no time or change can efface the
impression. What the name of Washington
is to the patriot American—a charm and
a watchword in whatever pertains to
American liberty—the name of Asbury is
to the American Methodist in whatever
concerns the mission of Methodism.—Sel.
God is the great Worker, but He loves
to be helped.—Anon.
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Mtshabezi Mission
Dec. 14, '42
O the dear Readers of the Visitor:
Greeting in the precious Name of our
Lord Jesus.
Another year is almost gone and we are
very near the time when we remember
afresh, that our Lord left His home in
glory to bring peace and good will to men.
As I think of this wonderful blessing and
joy that God sent, I must wonder how many
really enjoy this wonderful peace. As we
listen to the news and read the papers it
seems as if there are very few who really
have real peace in their souls, or in the
world.
Yes 1942 is almost gone. Have we done
our best? Have I done my best? As I look
back I see many places I could have done
better. The past year has been very strenuous in many ways. Our school was very
large. We had a larger number of boarders than any previous year. We were short
staffed and also there was sickness among
us but God has wonderfully helped and
brought us through thus far and today,
with the Apostle Paul in his letter to the
Philippians in chapter 3:13, 15, I also
want to press on.

T

The work has been very heavy this year
and has brought pressing burdens upon us.
It seems we are living in times when we
truly realize we wrestle not against flesh
and blood but against the powers of darkness. There has been such a spirit of indifference on some lines. Oh! we do need
your prayers. It seems some have lost their
vision of the sinfulness of sin. To others, it
seems, sin is not sin until found out. It does
seem as if the spirit of the age is pressing
in upon us in so many ways. But we do
thank God for helping us and for those
who are standing true to their Lord. I feel
to tell you about two of our helpers who
have been with us for a number of years.
First I will tell you about Naka Asa. She
is a woman of God. She was here at the
mission in school in 1912. Later she married a Christian boy. They had three children—two sons and a daughter. Her husband was a teacher, then also was chosen
for a deacon. Later he developed lung
trouble and died. Then she lost her daughter. She passed out happy in the Lord.
Some one said the other day that they will
never forget Ela's happy death. Naka Asa
then taught school awhile. Several years
ago she came here to help with cooking and
to see about things at the girls' dormitories.
She has helped in the work and her life
and testimony have helped many. This year
she gave up her son, Neddie. She helped
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We also want to thank those who have
, so faithfully remembered us in prayer
when we were passing through hard places.
Some may have written and we failed to
receive your letters. Again we may have
written and our letters did not reach their
him to take his teacher's training. He destination but a prayer to God never goes
taught only a short time and then God took astray.
him. It was very beautiful to see mother
Yours for service,
and son sitting side by side with their BiAbbie B. Winger.
ble. He would pull promises that were
printed in English and tell her where to
November at Mtshabezi
find them in Sintebele and then she would
read them in their own tongue. Neddie
F. Mabel Frey
died happy in Jesus, and todav she is happy because her son is happy in Jesus. But
ov. 8—Annual Tract Day. October 18
the help and council she gives to other
had been set as Tract Day this year
mothers' children! Oh! the help she is in for all our missions and kraal schools in
God's work! Thank God for her. She has S. Rhodesia, but here at Mtshabezi the
worked for a long time for less than five day had to be postponed a few weeks. We
dollars per month. Pray for Naka Asa. thank God for helping us secure sufficient
She has one son left. He has a subnormal Zulu tracts to give two to each member and
mentality.
class member. We could not get so many
The other one I want to tell you about is of one kind as usual, so had quite a variety.
Jessie Ndhlovu. She has been here about We trust they will prove a blessing to
nineteen years. She came as a little girl, many.
ran away from home to come to the misNov. 14—We were glad to have little
sion. Her father disowned her for quite a Rosemary Eyer come and stay a few days
while. She gave her heart to God and with us. She and her mother arrived from
went to school. Later on she helped to N. Rhodesia yesterday because of her fateach. At this time she helps in teaching ther being sick in the Bulawayo hospital.
basketry and is very good in it. Her spir- We are glad to say that at this writing Bro.
itual life counts for God and she helps Eyer is better.
many others. She has proved herself to her
No. 15—Tract offering. We thank God
parents and today they love her. Her fa- for the good increase in this here at Mtther feels no one can pray as Jessie does. shabezi over last year's offering.
Her people seem to have all confidence in
' Nov. 16—Today Timote Mpofu, the
her. Please help Jessie pray for her par- Maribeka teacher who has stood by the
ents; she longs to see them saved.
work of God for a long time, was here.
For a time it seemed as if these two Recently his parents moved from Kwakwe
helpers would leave the Mission. They felt School over to his home. When I asked
they would like to change but after prayer how they like it at Maribeka, his answer
and waiting upon God they have decided to was something like this:—
stay and help us. How we did thank God.
"They seem to like it. You see it is this
They are only getting a small wage but
way: they love us, so they are happy to be
they are faithful in their offerings. Naka
where we are."
Asa has given her offerings faithfully for
What a lesson, thought I, for us as
twenty years.
Christians.
Is it a joy for us to go or be
Yes it is hard to see some go back into
the ways of the world, but how we thank anywhere, so long as we are with Jesus?
God for helpers like Naka Asa and Jessie Do we love Jesus sufficiently to count any
service with Him a privilege? God grant
Ndhlovu.
that we may be able to sing from our
We are longing, longing, to hear that hearts the following hymn:
outcoming workers have placed their feet
on African soil. Oh! we do need them.
"Anywhere with Jesus, tho' He leadeth me
Some of our workers are tired and weary
Where the path is rough and long, where
and there are things that we feel need our
the dangers be;
Bro. Brubaker's help to arrange to adTho' He taketh from my heart all I love
vantage.
below,
Continue to pray for us and the work of
Anywhere with Jesus will I gladly go.
God. We want to be faithful, and do want
to be used for the salvation of souls. We "Anywhere with Jesus, for it cannot be
do not want to do only the things that can
Dreary, dark, or desolate, when He is with
be tabulated but we want to intercede.
me;
Pray for us that, if Jesus tarries, 1943
He will love me to the end, ev'ry need
may be a year to be remembered because
supply,
of the definite working of God's spirit in
Anywhere with Jesus, should I live or
the hearts of the people here—especially
die.
our boys and girls. We want them to be
filled with the fullness of God.
Nov. 30—School program. Again this
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year it was composed mostly of singing,
and how the girls did sing! There was a
good crowd out and the people seemed to
enjoy it very much. May it prove a real
blessing.
Dec. 1 was the exhibit of handwork done
by the boarding girls as well as by the village children who come to school here in
the mornings. This proved interesting both
to the pupils as well as to their relatives
and friends.
Dec. 2—The girls leave us for their
homes. May they allow God to keep them
from the snares of Satan. Some who have
debts remain to work.

November at Sikalongo
Esther

N

Mann

ov. 1—Sunday we were very glad for
the young woman and boy who remained for prayer. For both of them, it
was the first time that they have made a
start. We pray that they will follow on in
the ways of the Lord. We had the usual
Sunday services today. The small village
children have been coming better than they
had been. We are glad for this.
Nov. 3—Many people from the Zambezi
Valley are bringing sheep and goats to be
exchanged for mealies. Many of the people
are actually starving. They have been eating a certain kind of grass seed, also various seeds from trees. The famine down
there is almost as bad as it was in 1931
when Bro. Taylor was there before his
death. We pray that even this contact with
them might help the Gospel to penetrate
into their hearts for the Valley people as a
group are still sitting in gross darkness.
Nov. 5—Nice showers of rain,—the veldt
and everything including human beings
have taken on new life. Just so the spiritual
showers freshen up our hearts and spiritual outlook.
Nov. 6—Prayer Day. We pray that as
Christians we might have the fruits of the
Spirit. Bro. Mann and Ruth go over to
Macha for a few days.
Nov. 7—Many of the boys in the afternoon went up to Peter's to help him plant
mealies; afterwards they had a feed of
porridge. In the evening we had quite an
electrical storm.
Nov. 8—Member's meeting. There were
quite a number who were sick and not able
to be here. Peter brought the message to
us. He gave some very good illustrations.
He said even though the rains are late,
some people are not ready for them. Their
oxen are lost, or their ploughs are broken,
or there is some other work that has to be
done. Just so with many people when the
Lord comes—they will not be ready. Yes,
they have had time, but they have just put
off the time of preparation. Let us all be
ready, watching and waiting for His coming.
Nov. 9—Everyone is busy planting meal-
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ies (corn). The grass on the veldt is growing nicely.
Nov. 10—We continue to pray for Bro.
Eyer who is still ill in the Bulawayo Hospital. He has been ill for some time now,
and indeed it is quite discouraging.
Nov. 12—Samuel Muunda preached in
prayer meeting today. He took his text
from Eph. 4:22, the walk of the Christian.
These are some of the words which he
spoke, "We as children of the school
(meaning children of the church) should
have the characteristics of the Christians.
People in the village, when they have their
cattle all together in the same kraal, can
tell them apart because of their various
markings. Also chickens in the same village, the owner can tell which are his
by the mark which he has put on them. We
as Christians receive certain kinds of marks
when we come to God and have left our
old customs." How true this is.
Nov. 13—A boy expelled from school
because of stealing. This wasn't his first
offense. It is true he came and said that he
stole, but only after he knew that Umfundisi knew that he was the boy who did it.
Yes, it takes the grace of God for a person or for the missionary to discipline
these people and also to preach to them. It
is true we would have a much easier task
if we would only get up and preach to
them. But they need more than just prayer
meeting or Sunday preaching.
Nov. 14—I .was called over to the village of Teacher Isaac and Milimo. A nice
baby girl was born to gladden their home.
May the Lord's blessing be upon them as
they endeavor to raise their little one for
Him.
Nov. 17—Foreign post has been very
scarce for some weeks. "As cold water is
to a thirsty soul, so is good news from a
far country."
Nov. 22—I was called to a village about
three miles away as a woman was quite
sick and she needed medical attention. It
was Sunday and Bro. Mann was not at
home so I had to walk to the village. It
was at midday and.the sun was extremely
hot, especially to be out in it for any
length of time. When we arrived at the village I gave the help which I could but
after several hours the woman died. We
all were very much surprised, even the people of the village, for we did not realize
that she was quite so sick. I stayed for
some time afterwards and then I arrived
home just about dark. We were very sorry
for the woman's husband for he was not at
home. We are glad to say that she was a
Christian.
Nov. 25—Mr. and Mrs. Johnson were
here for lunch. They are from the Government Experiment Station near Pemba, and
seem very much interested in helping and
teaching the Africans better farming
methods.
Nov. 26—A man came and said that they
wanted a school in their village. Some
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years ago the S.D.A. had been having serv, ices there but they wanted a teacher from
our Mission. After talking for some time
with him, we decided that it really was outside of our district and we told him to go
to the Pilgrim Holiness Mission which
was much nearer to them. We were very
glad for the interest manifested in wanting to have a school and wanting to know
more about the ways of the Lord.
Nov. 28—.We heard over the radio of the
scuttling of part of the French fleet and
many of the officers also went down with it.
Can we who are in the battle for souls
give ourselves more willingly and more
wholeheartedly to Him, even though it may
mean death? May the Lord give each of
us more zeal and more strength.
Nov. 29—Where are the Brubakers and
party? Have they left home? Are they on
the ocean, or are they in the air? We do
pray that they will soon arrive here in
Africa.
Prayer Requests
1. Continue to pray for Joshua. He was
former Evangelist in Sikalongo District.
We know of no sin in his life but he has
become very cold and indifferent to the
things of the Lord. They have had much
sickness in their family.
2. Bina Ruti. Her husband has been in
Bulawayo working for quite a number of
years. Bina Ruti is now having a very hard
time trying to run her village alone with
her little girl who is about 10 years old.
We fear that if her husband does not come
back soon she will yield to temptation and
go to another man. She is trying very hard
to live a Christian life, but her way is not
too easy at times.
3. Also continue to pray for Bina Tandayiwe. Her husband is also working in
Bulawayo and she is not of this tribe. Her
husband brought her here over a year ago
and built her house near his people. His
people have not treated her very nicely and
she has had a hard time all alone in a
strange land with her three children. We
are glad that she is going forward in the
things of the Lord, as she was baptized and
joined the church several months agoAll of these need your prayers—and so
do we.

W h o is a Missionary?
FEW years ago a party stood on the
wharf watching a ship sailing off to
sea. There was a girl—a young missionary
—going out for the first time. She stood on
the deck singing bravely—as far as we
could hear, "Rescue the Perishing, Care
for the Dying." As the sound at last died
away in the distance the mother, standing on the wharf, swooned. People about
her said, "How sad!" But in a moment she
recovered herself, and spoke: "I wouldn't
turn my hand over to make it different." I
say there were two missionaries—the
daughter and the mother.
—"The Zone Era."
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THE SPIRIT-FILLED LIFE
Reading, John 15 to end of verse 16.
Text, Ephesians 5:18 "And be not drunk
with wine, wherein is excess, but be filled
with the Spirit" (Negative and Positive).
NE month has gone of this New Year,
and it is not too late to take a retrospective look, a look behind, for a few moments. I know Paul says "forget the
things behind and reach out for the things
before," but for the sake of seeing things
. as they are, it seems to me that with all the
organizations we have at our disposal, the
past, to some extent, looks like failure,
and the way seems cluttered with all kinds
of efforts, and so little has been done.
How does God evaluate our work? So
many have not responded to our pleading;
others who had started have fallen away.
There has been much sowing but very little reaping.
At the present time we are engaged in
"Visitation Evangelism", and we know the
reason why we are dissatisfied with the
conditions we see in many of our churches.
Things spiritual are at a very low ebb, and
our souls are grieved and saddened at the
poor response of a great many of the socalled people of God. To-day the Master
is standing at the door of the church,
knocking, Rev. 3:20 "Behold I stand at
the door and knock; if any man hear my
voice and will open the door, I will come
in to him, and will sup with him and he
with me". Then while we have His presence, let us look at the aspect of the situation. In all of our churches, there's a
want of Life, the abundant Life, that the
Lord is so willing to give. We might say
5 0 % of the people that attend God's house
are professors and 5 0 % are possessors,
like the Parable of the ten Virgins, half
without the oil that keeps the lamps burning which dispel the gloom and chase
away the darkness. Brethren I think it
amounts to this, half of the members are
without the fullness of the Holy Spirit's
presence and power.
I would say there are several reasons for
this condition. First because of two schools
of thought in the church, some believing
the power and miraculous gifts were conferred for a special purpose, and therefore
only for a time, the second view being that
the promise of the Spirit was for the whole
Christian dispensation. The promise included miraculous gifts, and there is no indication in the New Testament that those
gifts were to be withdrawn. Stephen,
Philip, and others who were not Apostles
at all, had the power and gifts of the Spirit.
Our churches' own corruption and man's
unbelief have contributed greatly to this
condition of lack of power.
Now the Lord's positive statement and
promise is "After that the Holy Ghost has
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come upon you, ye shall receive power and
ye shall be witnesses unto Me," Acts 1:8.
We know that the Spirit came on the day of
Pentecost, and has never left the world as
far as we know. My own opinion is there
seems to be a great confusion about this
blessing and power, in the variety of names
and titles given to this subject, which
troubles a lot of God's earnest children,
and many are afraid to approach the blessing, because of names such as "Holiness,"
"Sanctification," and our Salvation Army
brethren's term "being saved higher up."
However the essential thing is, "Have we
received the blessing?" Jesus Himself had
to be anointed. We read in Acts 10:38 how
"God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the
Holy Ghost and with power, who went
about doing good, and healing all that were
oppressed of the devil; for God was with
Him."
Believing then that the Abiding Spirit
is the vital force for Christianity, let everyone seek to realize the promise tor himself,
if we have not claimed His presence and
power hitherto. Don't let us waste time going a warfare on our own charges, but let
God have His way with us. Now we know
all God's gifts are taken by faith and the
Holy Spirit's presence and power are taken
by faith also. How did we receive the Lord
Jesus as our Saviour? We felt our need of
Him, and we called on His Name, and He
saved us. There was no doubt about it. We
knew He was our own. We exercised faith
and we were saved, through the finished
work of Calvary. Now we don't rob God
the Father, nor the Lord Jesus, when we
come to the Spirit and invite Him to take
full possession of us.
These three are one, equal in power and
glory, and are waiting for us to take this
great blessing. His power is indispensable
to a holy life, and is always equal to the
work to which the Spirit calls us.
In Genesis 22:57 we have a picture of
this. You know the story, Abraham and
Isaac had returned from the mount of
sacrifice, and Abraham said unto the oldest
servant of his house, that ruled over all
that he had, and made him swear that he
will go and bring back a Bride for his son
Isaac, who is waiting in the Father's House,
as one restored from the dead, a type of the
Lord Jesus Christ. The servant meets Rebekah, and seeks for an audience with the
parents. He makes his request known and
Laban and Bethuel answered, "The thing
proceedeth from the Lord" and "We cannot
speak unto thee, bad or good." They called
Rebekah, and said unto her "Wilt thou go
with this m a n ? " And she said " I will go,"
(typical of the believer traveling on to be
with Christ, at the invitation of the Holy
Spirit.) She was adorned with the jewels
and garments before the great event, and
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don't you think she would talk and ask
questions about the Bridegroom on the
way, because she had full confidence in the
Servant, a type of the Holy Spirit.
The Spirit abides as the perfector of the
saints. He dwells in every believer's heart
as the Comforter, the seal, and the earnest
of our inheritance. When He comes into
the soul, He never leaves it again, but
abides for ever, carrying on the work of
grace, until it is perfected in glory. * * *
Then again the Word states "we are daily
renewed in the Holy Ghost." He abides as
the Spirit of Holiness and we must not
grieve Him by any wilful sin (Eph. 4 : 3 0 ) .
Let us ask, "Is our present condition a
help or a hindrance?" "Are we positively
channels, through which the Spirit pours
blessing on others?" If not, we will be
hindering the blessing to others.
This is something different from the new
birth. This being filled with the Spirit is a
definite blessing, quite distinct from being
"born of the Spirit." It is objected by some
that every Christian has the Spirit; quite
true for "if any man have not the Spirit of
Christ, he is none of His," Rom. 8:9, and
"no man can say Jesus is the Lord, but in
the Holy Spirit" I Cor. 12:3, but to "have
the Spirit" and to be "filled with the
Spirit" are two different things. * * Most
certainly in Bible times it was not so. In
Acts 2:4, we read "they were all filled with
the Holy Spirit," all in the upper room,
120 men and women, including the Apostles. Now these men had the spirit before.
When Christ called them to follow Him,
when they were converted, they received the
Spirit. After His resurrection, but before
His ascension, Christ breathed on them and
said "Receive ye the Holy Ghost," John
20:22, and of course they did "receive" the
Spirit then; but it is never said of them
that they were "filled with the Holy Spirit"
till that morning in the upper room, for the
simple reason that it could not be said of
them, for "the Spirit was not yet given"
John 7:39. Yet these men were Christians
before that morning.
Let us face the question squarely. There
is no neutral position. Are we satisfied that
our present standard is of faith? Whatever
is not of faith is sin. Many sincere Christians have struggled hard in their own
strength, have failed so often, and have
now become resigned to their lower level.
Let us get down to bedrock facts. "God has
promised to supply all our need." "Yes,
we believe that." "Why then are we so unhappy and dissatisfied?" "Because we have
tried for something better—and we are
disappointed." "Is that our fault or
God's?" Well we say we have done our
best. That means that it is God's fault.
"Does He not keep His promises? Has He
not done His best?" "Oh! we would not
say that." Then we'll say that it is partly
His fault and partly our fault. He has tried
to bless us, and we have tried to be blessed,
but we and He have both failed. Is that the
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case? "No, I suppose it must be our fault."
Then let us confess now that it is our fault.
Now let us ask ourselves another question.
"Is God really willing to bless us? Is there
any promise in His Word for u s ? " "Ask
and ye shall receive." Oh yes, and many
more promises. "Are we willing to be
blessed?" "God knows we are." Did He
put this desire into our hearts just to
mock us? Or do we think that He is willing to bless us now? Brethren we shall be
going to prayer shortly. Are we sure that
we understand? Let us make sure that we
understand clearly. What are we going to
pray for? "They that hunger and thirst
after righteousness shall be filled." I'm
hungry and thirsty for all that God is going to give us, a clean heart, the power for
service, the fulness of the Spirit. Brethren
such moments are sacred, and oh the joy
that comes into the heart, when a soul cries
out in prayer like this. Have you ever
heard a prayer from a hungry soul, something like this? "Oh, Father I am sick of
myself, and I need Thee. Lord, I give myself to Thee now. Cleanse me from all sin:
renew me within, Lord take away my
doubts. Fill me with Thy Holy Spirit.
Thou hast promised, Lord. Thou wilt not
fail. Oh, God, I thank Thee now for answering prayer. Amen."
'"Tis done! the great transaction s done,
I am my Lord's, and He is mine.
He drew me and I followed on,
Charmed to confess the voice divine."
Heb. 10:22 "Let us draw near with a true
heart in full assurance of faith." "The fullness or 'full effect' of faith is not simply
to rejoice in God's blessings from a distance, but to step right out in obedience, to
enter in. It must be a faith that actually
steps out and enters in for the heart's need
to be fully met. God is calling upon us to
take that step, and everything depends upon our answer.'.'
—Contributed. Author not known.

What Holiness Is and Is Not
Frank C. Hotle

H

OLINESS is spiritual wholeness, moral
perfection, or perfect moral soundness.
Holiness does not mean complete physical
or mental perfection, but it does mean a
perfect state of moral restoration. Holiness
does not necessarily provide immunity
from any mental defection, or freedom
from physical disabilities, imperfections, or
aches and pains of the body, but holiness
effects a perfect and complete deliverance
from all moral imperfections.
Holiness brings the soul into a renewed
state of perfect oneness and unity with God.
It is perfect harmony with God, and perfect obedience to God—a state and condition upon which God again smiles and
puts His seal of commendation; a work
which He calls blessed (Matt. 5 : 8 ) .
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Holiness represents the pinnacle of the
work of redeeming grace; not that we cannot grow after obtaining this experience,
for perfect spiritual growth never begins
until after we do get it; but holiness represents the final finishing touch of the work
of grace in the human heart.
You can no more oppose holiness and
get to Heaven than you can oppose regeneration, or the new birth, and get to
Heaven. Holiness is simply the end of the
beginning of the work of grace wrought in
the heart at regeneration. Regeneration is
the beginning; holiness is the perfecting
of the work begun in regeneration.
People who oppose holiness prove that
either they have never been truly converted, or that they are profoundly ignorant
concerning these two vital and essential
stages in the doctrine and plan of full salvation.
Those who oppose holiness betray a great
lack of spiritual enlightenment, a n d a
dense ignorance concerning the plain and
unmistakable teaching of the Word of God.
No person has any right to oppose and reject what God has plainly taught and commanded. Holiness is plainly taught in the
Bible; in fact, it is written, that "without
holiness no man shall see the Lord' (Heb.
12:14). If you do not have this experience
beyond a doubt, you should pray earnestly,
search the Scriptures carefully, and ask
God to let light upon you. The above passage alone is sufficient warning and authority to justify a diligent search on your
part as to what holiness is and when and
how it is to be obtained.
There are a number of names by which
this experience of the second definite work
of grace is known, namely: "perfect love,"
"a pure heart," "clean heart," "Christian
perfection," "death to carnality," "death
to the old man," "the old man crucified,"
"sanctification," and the "baptism with the
Holy Ghost."
The disciples received this great and
wonderful experience definitely on the day
of Pentecost, after they had been soundly
saved and had walked with the Lord, having literally and fully forsaken all. Although they had been blessed many times,
and the devil and unclean spirits were subject unto them, their names having been recorded in Heaven, they were told to tarry
at Jerusalem for this great second definite
work of grace, the baptism with the Holv
Ghost and fire, after which thev went forth
to bless and astonish the world. They became living, flaming evangelists, ten times
greater and more powerful and successful
than they ever were before. John Wesley
said one sanctified man was worth ten justified men in his labors for God. We have
living proofs of the truthfulness of the
above statement. Have you received this experience?—Pilgrim Holiness
Advocate.
"Some Christians realize few conquests
because they are seeking comforts."—SeZ.
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What Is My Goal?
Mrs. Fannie Erb

M

OST people, that have any knowledge
of the Bible, expect to go to Heaven
when they die, but many leave it there and
don't give it any further thought. Others,
because they were taught to go to church
and Sunday school, go thru the form, but
have never been born again; nevertheless
they expect to land some time on the
golden shore of eternal bliss. Still others
have started well, know what it is to be
really justified, and perhaps sanctified, but
have allowed other things to come in between them and the goal, still holding on
to their profession, and resenting any intimation that they might fail to reach the
land they started out for.
But what would you think of a man that
started for New York in good faith, and
stopped and settled down at a nearer town,
all the time protesting that he was
still on his way to New York? But that
is just what thousands are doing in a
spiritual way. That explains why there are
so many luke-warm, backslidden, hypocritical professors everywhere; and if the word
"hypocrite" makes any one resentful, i*
proves they are in that line. Jesus used it
in His day, and that very strongly. Now
let us look at a few stopping places, where
people get hung up on-' their way to
Heaven.
Good feelings.
How many start for
Heaven just because they want to feel
good, and have heard that a Christian has
ioy and peace! But their goal is not
Heaven, their goal is good feelings; and
thev don't realize that God can't answer a
selfish prayer and that the devil can step
in and give them good feelings, and they
are deceived. As long as the good feelings
last, they are all right, but let them subside, (as they always will, whether from
God or the devil,) then they are ready to
give up the fight immediately.
Reputation. Many folks stop at this
juncture, and think they must guard their
reputation with jealous care, while all the
time it is slipping away from them. Instead of leaving it on the altar, where they
placed it when they got sanctified, thev
proceed to fight their own battles instead
of leaving it in the hands of God, get their
eyes off of the goal, on to their reputation,
and backslide, and lose out in their souls.
Monev. Oh! how many get entangled
here! They seem to be so enthralled that
they get no farther. They forget that not
only does the tenth belong to God. but the
nine-tenths that are left are His also, and
completely under His control; and if people will only believe it, they will find God
is a mighty good Manager, and can make
the nine-tenths go farther than we can. No.
any one that stops at "Stingy Town" will
never get to Heaven.
But those folks who count Heaven cheap
(Continued on page 95)
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Peter Putoff

The Family Circle

' " I DO wish that boy would attend to his
work and fill this wood box. Peter!
* ^n$* •$•*$* *J» -^* *$» •$• -^* -^* *J» *J* *I* •$* *J* *$^*5* *?* ^* •$* *I* *** *+* •$* *$* *+* *$• *J* *J* •J' *J* *J» *J* *** *J* *J* >J* ^* *J* -^* -^* >J*Peter!"
*J* *J* *I* ••$• *J* •»$* *J» ^* *$• *$• *J+ ^+ ^* <5* *$«• *J* ••$• *** •$
By and by a curly head appeared at the
veiled, who appeared to be crying. At the door. "What's wanted, Aunt Frances?"
Little Nell
close of his address she raised her veil,
"I must have this wood box filled right
ITTLE N E L L lived in the bad old days, and there stood Little Nell.
away. It is baking day. Wiil you get it
when saloons were open all night, and
She soon told her story. She had mar- n o w ? "
when it was possible for poor children to ried a man who made her promise that she
"Well, pretty soon. Can't you wait a
wander about homeless and utterly neg- would cut off all connection with the un- minute? I'll do it by and b y ; " and Peter
lected.
happy days, when, as a little ragged girl, rushed off to finish his game of quoits.
One very dark night a city missionary she had drained pots in a saloon. "But," Soon he ran back and filled the box in
was visiting these night houses to tell those said she, "when I saw you advertised to great haste. "There, that will d o ; it is
he found there of Jesus and His love. He speak, I felt I must come and see you."
school time, and I must go."
Little Nell took him to see her husband.
was very much shocked to see a little girl
"Peter, I'd like for you to mail this letstanding there draining the empty beer
ter for me this morning."
pots that stood on the table. She was
"Now mamma, don't hurry s o ; it will
clothed in rags. Her face and hands were
keep.
I'll take it this afternoon," said Peter.
"Hullo!"
dirty, and her hair was matted. Her little
"No,
it is important; it must go at once.
pale, pinched face told a story of want,
When you see a man in woe,
Don't forget, my boy," replied Mother as
neglect and hunger.
Walk right up and say "hullo!"
she kissed him good-by.
"Whose child is t h a t ? " said the misSay "hullo," an "how d'ye do!"
At the gate he met Freddy Moore with
sionary to a woman who was drinking.
"How's the the world a usin' you?"
his pony, and straightway the letter was
"She don't belong to nobody," replied
Slap the fellow on his back,
forgotten in the joy of riding the pony to
the woman. "We lets 'er come in 'ere out of
Bring your han down with a whack
school. In his room that night the letter
the cold, and she drains the pots and we
Walk right up, an don't go slow,
dropped out of his coat pocket. "Bother!"
give her a crust of bread to eat."
Grin an shake an say "hullo!"
exclaimed Peter. "It's just like me. I'm al"Poor child! If you have any motherly
Is he clothed in rags? 0 sho!
ways forgetting. P'rhaps it won't make any
feeling, help me save this lamb by bringRags is but a cotton roll
difference. It will have to wait now, anying her to my house."
Jest for wrappin' up a soul;
way."
"Yes, that I will," said the woman. And
An' a soul is worth a true
One day Peter came in from school later
the next day she brought the struggling
Hale an hearty "how d'ye do!"
than usual. Bridget was in the kitchen.
child to the missionary's house, saying,
Don't wait for the crowd to go,
"Where is mamma," he asked.
"Come along, you've got ter be reformed;
Walk right up and say "hullo!"
you've got ter be reformed."
"Sure, didn't yez know she had gone
We'en big vessels meet, they say,
" I don't want ter be reformed; I don't
away? A foine gentleman rang the bell,
They saloot an' sail away.
want ter be reformed," sobbed the frightand pretty soon if he didn't come out in
Jest the same are you an' me.
ened child.
the kitchen and ask if 'Mr Putoff' was
Lonesome ships upon a sea:
The missionary's wife took the child in,
around. He seemed to be in a hurry. 'I
Each one sailing his own jog
and, taking off her filthy rags, gave her a
never heard of him,' sez I. 'Well, he's an
For a port beyond the fog.
nice warm bath and dressed her in some of
old acquaintance,' sez h e ; and then your
Let your speakin trumpet
blow!
her own child's clean clothes. Then she
mamma laughed and they went into the
Lift your horn an cry "hullo!"
took her to a lady who had just started a
parlor. Soon a carriage drove up, and they
Say "hullo," an "how d'ye do!"
home for such poor little wanderers.
went off ridin.' Me mistress is havin' a
Other folks are good as you.
A month passed and the child not only
lovely time this blessed minute; and why
Wen you leave your house of clay,
said, " I don't want to be reformed," but
didn't yez come?" demanded Bridget.
Wanderin' in the Far-A way,
seemed beyond reformation.
W'en. Vou travel through the strange
But Peter didn't seem to hear. "No one
Country t'other side the range.
Three months passed, and kind words
ever called here by that name," he said to
Then the souls you've cheered will know
and actions won the d a / . Little Nell
himself.
Who you be, an say "hullo!"-—Se).
learned that it was because Jesus loved her
"Well, never mind, but come and eat
that these friends were so good and kind
your supper. Its ready and waitin' for
to her, and she came to love Jesus, too.
yez."
Little Nell grew up to be a bright, happy They loaded him with nice presents and
Peter found a note at his plate. He
Christian girl, and in time went out to sent money to help the poor children.
opened it and read: "Dear Peter—I regret
service. Her mistress liked her so much
The Lord Jesus is still willing and able that you are still partner with Mr. Put off.
that, when leaving London to live in Scot- to create in boys and girls, as well as in Inclosed find some cards which you can exland, she took Little Nell with her, and the men and women, clean hearts, and renew change with your school friends. Let me
grateful girl for some time regularly wrote in them right spirits, so that they may be know when you decide to dissolve partnerand told her old friends how well she was able to live new lives. We may not be ship. Yours truly, Uncle Rufus." The cards
getting on.
clothed in filthy rags, as Little Nell was, were gilt-edged and neatly engraved:
After a while no letters came, and they and yet God's Word says, "All our right- "Peter Putoff, No. 26 Maple Dell." Peter
heard no news of her. They wondered what eousnesses are as filthy rags." Every one of was thinking hard; then his face flushed,
had become of Little Nell.
us has done wrong and needs to pray: while hot and cold streaks ran up and down
One day the missionary went to Scotland "Wash me, and I shall be whiter than his back. The delicious sponge cakes with
to tell the people there of his work in the snow." Let us come to Him, then, in order white icing were left untouched. " 0 . Uncle
night saloons, and he told them the story that we may be cleansed; for the Bible tells Rufus means m e ! " he sobbed as he left the
us, "The Blood of Jesus Christ His Son table and went upstairs to his room. " 0 I
of Little Nell.
didn't think Uncle could be so mean as to
cleanseth
us from all sin."—Unknown.
He noticed in the meeting a lady thickly

!
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nickname me like that!" and he sobbed
himself to sleep.
But better thoughts came to him in the
morning. "It's mean, but I'll just show
Uncle Rufus that I won't have that name
fastened on m e ; " And he gave his pillow
a whack to emphasize the fact.
Peter kept his word. A few weeks later
Uncle Rufus received a note which pleased
him immensely. His brown eyes twinkled
and he chuckled a bit as he read, "Dear
Uncle Rufus: I wish to inform you that I
have dissolved partnership forever with
Mr. Putoff, who is poky, always behindhand, and no good, anyhow. The name of
my new partner is Mr. Up-to-Date. He is
very prompt, polite and pleasant. If I must
be nicknamed, I prefer to be Peter Up-toDate."
"There's good stuff in the boy after all.
It only needs developing," mused Uncle
Rufus. "Perhaps, after all, I can make a
business man out of him, one after my own
heart."—Selected.

Your Fellow Preacher and
His Sermon

I

PREACH to my audience, and not to an

abstraction called the truth. I judge the
value of my sermon as the angler judges
the success of his trip, by the fish he
catches—that is, by the things actually
done; if I can arouse thought, instruct,
solace, inspire, or quicken the conscience,
then in either case I have caught a fish.
My only test is this: Does the discourse
deal with realities? Does it get down
where men live and where they hear it?
Do they feel that supreme and permanent
issues of life are being dealt with?
All holiness, affection, pietism, professionalism and conventionalities of theology
or style are to me the abomination of desolation in the pulpit. "Give me something
out of your heart" is the only cry I like to
listen to from the pew and try to answer
from the pulpit.—Selected.

What Is My Goal?
(Continued from page 93)
at any price; who have really died out to
this old world and all its allurements;
who count not their lives dear unto themselves; who are not looking for easy
places, or praise from men; who have no
time to trifle, or play at religion; who
can't afford to stop and nurse hurt feelings, or pout because things don't go their
way; who rise above clouds of discouragement, dark hours, and hellish oppression;
but with thankful hearts, have glorious
victory over the flesh, the world and the
devil—these, and only these, will get to
Heaven; and these only thru the grace,
mercy and strength of God. Praise His
holy Name!
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" I Must Live, You Know"

The Master of My Boat
Joseph Addison

Richards,

I owned a little boat a while ago
And sailed a morning sea without a fear.
And whither any breeze might fairly blow
I'd steer the little craft afar or near.
Mine was the boat,
And mine the air,
And mine the sea,
Not mine a care.
My boat became my place of nightly toil.
I sailed at sunset to the fishing ground,
At morn the boat was freighted with the
spoil
That my all-conquering work and skill
had found.
Mine was the boat,
And mine the net,
And mine the power,
And skill to get.
One day there passed along the silent shore,
While I my net was casting in the sea,
A man, who spoke as never man before;
I followed Him,—^new life begun in me.
Mine was the boat,
But His, the voice,
And His the call,
Yet mine the choice.
Ah, 'twas a fearful night out on the Lake,
And all my skill availed not at the helm.
Till Him asleep I waken, crying, "Take,
Take Thou command, lest waters overwhelm!"
His was the boat,
And His the sea,
And His the peace
O'er all and me.
Once from the boat he taught, the curious
throng,
Then bade me let down nets out in the
sea;
I murmured, but obeyed, nor was it long
Before the catch amazed and humbled
me.
His was the boat.
And His the skill,
And His the catch,
And His, my will.—Sel.

'•"NNE of the supreme weaknesses of our
> • modern religion is the accommodation
of it. If one who professes to be a Christian is asked, "Why do you participate in
this dishonesty?" the reply may be, "The
boss requires it, and jobs are scarce."
If, "Why do you break the Sabbath?"
the reply, "I hate to, but my competitors
sell on Sunday, and so I must."
"Why do you handle goods that no
Christian should s e l l ? " "Because the people demand these things."
A long time ago there was a man who
"knew that the writing was signed," still
"he went into his house: and his windows
being open in his chamber toward Jerusalem, he kneeled upon his knees three
times a day, and prayed, and gave thanks
before his God, as he did aforetime."
It is true that they cast Daniel into the
lion's den. But the Lord took care of him
even there. And glory came to the God of
Daniel because the man dared to do what
ought to be done.
For some people God has never interfered to work wondrously, either for the
praise of His name or for the welfare of
the man. God has never had a chance.
At the very mention of lions there have
been the cold chill and a compromise with
the world or the flesh or the devil or with
all three. And the reason? "Well, one
must live, you know."
So the spineless, "nominal Christian,"
goes his easy way to heaven. To heaven?
To the same heaven where are found Daniel. Shadrach. Meshach. Abednego, Esther.
Ruth. "And others (who) had trials of
cruel mockings and scourgings, yea, moreover, of bonds and imprisonments," who,
"were stoned, were sawn asunder, were
tempted, were slain with the sword, wandered about in sheep skins and goat skins,
being destitute, afflicted, tormented?"
Would a weakling who must do wrong
because somebody or someone demands
this of him feel at home with the heroes
who are the glory of our religion?
If such an one should meet Paul, who
bore in his "body the marks of the Lord
Jesus," and if Paul should say, "Where are
your s c a r s ?" he must answer. 'I have no
scars; I never bore anything for my Lord.
I had to live, you know."
But Jesus said, "For whosoever will save
his life shall lose it: and whosoever will
lose his life for my sake shall find it."
—Free Methodist.

Christian Principles
MEN are doing right to gain the good
of other men. when these men
IareFopinion
not watching, the right doing may
cease. One has known of people who in
their homes in the country will not do certain things which they seem quite ready to
do when they are visiting London. The
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motive is wrong if it be that of desiring
the good opinion of men. There is only one
motive which produces true Tightness of
action, and that is a recognition of the
divine authority, and a desire to be wellpleasing to the Father.
* * *
Jesus gave two reasons against such censoriousness as finds verdicts and passes
sentences upon our fellowbeings. One is
that if I apply my judgment to my fellowman, my fellowman will apply his judgment to me.
A further reason why we should not
judge is our inability to form a correct
judgment, not only because of our limited
knowledge, but because of what our Lord
refers to as a beam in the eye. . . . The
beam is really the spirit of censoriousness
that watches for something evil in another,
to fasten upon, and condemn. That very
spirit distorts our vision, and makes impossible any correct dealing with something wrong in our brother.
1
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Thou art near. My trembling soul and
Thou, my God, alone are there. Thy staff
and rod shall comfort me.

" I do not ask you to pity the heathen,
for pity is often a weak thing that spends
itself in tears, and then forgets the object
of it. But I do ask you with all my heart
to treat Jesus Christ right. I submit to you
the question: Is it right to receive eternal
life from those scarred hands, and then
give Him only the spare change we happen
to have left after we have supplied ourselves with luxuries?—Sel.

i m*m t

Faithful prayer always implies correlative exertion. No man can ask, honestly
and hopefully, to be delivered from temptation unless he has honestly and firmly
determined to do the best he can to keep
out of it.—John Ruskin.

BOOKS O N CHRISTIAN

SIX GREAT BOOKS By Dr. O. Hallesby
RELIGIOUS OB CHRISTIAN
Are you t r u l y Christian or merely religious, a s k s
Dr. Hallesby. A m e s s a g e t h a t calls C h r i s t i a ns back
to t h e b a s i c e s s e n t i a l s of C h r i s t i a n i t y .
PRAYER
Readers throughout the land have embraced this
b o o k on p r a y e r . R e c o m m e n d e d t o a l l w h o p r a y b u t
m o s t p a r t i c u l a r l y t o t h o s e w h o do n o t .
W H Y I AM A C H R I S T I A N
W i t h an approach t h a t is intelligent, considerate,
a n d c o m p a s s i o n a t e , t h i s is one of t h e f e w r e a l l y h e l p ful books for h o n e s t doubters .
UNDER HIS WINGS
W r i t t e n f o r b e l i e v i n g C h r i s t i a n s w h o b e c o m e filled
w i t h d i s m a y a n d f e e l d i s c o u r a g e d in t h e i r s t r u g g l e
a g a i n s t sin.

t

Gems from MacCheyne

C

OMPASSION to sinners was the main
feature of Christ's character. This
brought Him from Heaven to die. This
makes Him delay His coming, not willing
that any should perish. All Christ's own
are like Him in this, the same heart throbs
within them. "Christ liveth in me" (Gal.
2:20).
• •
•
Every new truth concerning Jesus is a
new root struck downward. Believe more
intensely. A root that does not penetrate
deeply is easily torn up. Pray to be established, strengthened, settled.
* * *
Take a long look at Jesus—often, often.
If you wanted to know a man again you
would take an intense look at his face. Look
then at Jesus—deeply, intensely—till every
feature is graven on your heart.
* * *
Love is an ever-active thing, and when
it is in the heart it will keep us waking.
When the soul turns sleepy or careless,
Christ goes away. Nothing is more offensive
to Christ than sloth. Many a night His love
to us kept Him waking. Now, can you not
watch with Him one h o u r ?
* * *
When Christ chooses us, and draws us
to Himself, it is that He may sanctify us.
Christ is often grieved away by our desire
to reserve one sin. When the ark came into
the house of Dagon, it made the idol fall
flat.
* » •
"A companion of fools shall be destroyed" (Prov. 13:20). If you are holding
Christ today, and lay hold of another object tomorrow, He cannot stay. You cannot
keep worldly companions and Christ too.
Remember to take Christ home with you.

LIFE

CONSCIENCE
A guide to p u t t i n g C h r i s t i a n i t y into practice. To help t h e r e a d e r keep the m o r a l and
e t h i c a l s i d e of d a i l y life in s t e p w i t h h i s r e l i g i o u s life, a n d t o m a k e h i m a w e l l - b a l a n c e d
Christian.
THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
D r . H a l l e s b y s h o w s C h r s t i a n i t y c a n b e r e a s o n a b l e , l i v a b l e , a n d l o v a b l e in t h e l i g h t of t h e
Cross. Timely, practical, and a t the s a m e time deeply spiritual and evangelical.
Complete s e t of 6 books, a t t r a c t i v e l y boxed, $5.00; S i n g l e c o p i e s , $1.00 each.
All b o o k s a r e b o u n d in c l o t h .
H O W I K N O W GOD A N S W E R S P R A Y E R
B y R o s a l i n d Goforth
A n e w p o p u l a r e d i t i o n of t h i s w i d e l y k n o w n
book. T o u r h e a r t w i l l b e t o u c h e d a s y o u r e a d
these personal and sacred accounts.
The
c h a p t e r s of t h i s b o o k c a n w e l l b e r e a d in
y o u r m i s s i o n a r y s o c i e t y . P r i c e , $1.00.

P L A I N ACCOUNT OP C H R I S T I A N
PERPECTION
B y J o h n W e s l e y . O n e of t h e s t a n d a r d
w o r k s o n t h e s u b j e c t of H o l i n e s s . S h o u l d b e
r e a d b y e v e r y C h r i s t i a n . 108 p a g e s , c l o t h ,
price postpaid
V5o

S C R I P T U R A L W A Y TO H O L I N E S S OR T H E
P A T H MADE PLAIN
By W. M c D o n a l d . F i f t e e n c h a p t e r s d e v o t ed t o t h e e x p o s i t i o n of t h e d o c t r i n e of h o l i n e s s , i t s definition, h o w o b t a i n e d , h o w r e t a i n ed, o b j e c t i o n s c o n s i d e r e d a n d e r r o r s r e f u t e d .
256 p a g e s , b o u n d in c l o t h . P r i c e p o s t p a i d $1.00

APTER HOLINESS, WHAT?
B y T. M. A n d e r s o n
T h i s b o o k d e a l s w i t h i t s s u b j e c t in s u c h a
practical, work-a-day m a n n e r avoiding technicalities a n d doctrinal angles, t h a t it cannot
h e l p b u t b e a t r e m e n d o u s influence in t h e
life of e v e r y one w h o r e a d s it. Price, $1.00.

T H E W A Y TO P E N T E C O S T
B y Dr. S a m u e l Chadwick
"In t h i s b o o k t h e r e i s a depth of s p i r i t u a l ity, backed b y c l e a r t h i n k i n g a n d definite
s t a t e m e n t t h a t helps one tremendously. The
fact is, t h e book is so Biblical a n d so t r u e to
t h e H o l y S p i r i t , w h o i n s p i r e d t h e W o r d of
God, t h a t i t d r i v e s one t o h i s k n e e s . "
—Dr. Robert Lee Stuart.
C l o t h B o u n d . P r i c e , 75c.
MY U T M O S T P O R H I S H I G H E S T
By Oswald Chambers
A book of d a i l y d e v o t i o n s . A s c r i p t u r e
t e x t w i t h c o m m e n t s f o r e a c h d a y of t h e y e a r .
WP c o n s i d e r t h i s v o l u m e one of t h e b e s t of
its k i n d . I t m a k e s a n ideal g i f t book.
Price, $2.00.
H E A R T TALK S ON H O L I N E S S
B y Colonel S. L. B r e n g l e
C l o t h B o u n d . P r i c e , 60c.
T H E G O S P E L OP H E A L I N G
B y A B. S i m p s o n
A c l a s s i c on t h e s u b j e c t of D i v i n e H e a l i n g ,
d i s t r i b u t e d b y t h e t h o u s a n d in t h e g r e a t r e vival c a m p a i g n s t h r o u g h o u t the United
States and Canada. In simple language made
plain with vivid illustration objections are
answered and the truth proclaimed. A chapt e r on t h e a u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l e x p e r i e n c e of
t h e s u b j e c t is i n c l u d e d .
C l o t h , $1.00; p a per. 50 c e n t s .
C H R I S T I A N ' S S E C R E T OP A H A P P Y L I F E
By H a n n a h W . S m i t h . A t r u e C h r i s t i a n
classic, comforting, cheering, and s t i m u l a t ing. Cloth , $1.00.

SANCTIPICATION, THE E X P E R I E N C E
AND ETHICS
B y R. T. W i l l i a m s , D. D.
A d i s c u s s i o n of s o m e p h a s e s of t h e e x p e r i ence n o t d e a l t w i t h in o t h e r b o o k s o n t h e
s a m e s u b j e c t . Dr. W i l l i a m s w r i t e s of t h e
e x p e r i e n c e a n d of t h e life a s r e l a t e d t o e a c h
other.
A p p a r e n t i n c o n s i s t e n c i e s in e t h i c a l
standards and conduct as compared with the
p r o f e s s e d s t a t e of g r a c e , u n c h a r i t a b l e a c c u s a tions against those claiming the experience,
s i n c e r e q u e s t i o n s of t h o s e j u s t e n t e r i n g t h e
life of h o l i n e s s — a l l t h e s e a r e d e a l t w i t h in
t h i s u n i q u e book. Price, $1.00.
SINNING SAINTS
? ? ? ? ?
B y Howard W. Sweeten
T h i s n e w b o o k i s j u s t off t h e p r e s s . I t i s
characterized b y careful logic and u n a n s w e r able argument, supported by Scripture. Two
c h a p t e r s in t h e book a r e especially helpful,
" E t e r n a l l y S e c u r e , " a n d " F r u i t s of E t e r n a l
S e c u r i t y . " M i n i s t e r s w i l l find m u c h v a l u a b l e
m a t e r i a l in t h i s volume, a n d l a y m e n will
r e a d i t w i t h profit. 160 p a g e s . C l o t h b o a r d
c o v e r s . P r i c e , $1.00.
CLIMBING
M e m o r i e s of a M i s s i o n a r y ' s W i f e
B y R o s a l i n d Goforth
" F o r years . . . requests reached me urgi n g t h a t I w r i t e s o m e t h i n g of m y o w n life,
m y s t r u g g l e s , yes, and overcomings—somet h i n g t h a t m i g h t help o t h e r s facing life's
hard problems."—Rosalind Goforth's answer
to t h e s e t r e a s u r e d l e t t e r s a n d c o n v e r s a t i o n s
is t h i s p r e c i o u s a n d v e r y i n t i m a t e s k e t c h .
Price, $1.50.
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